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Abstract. The article is devoted to investigation of nonlinear dynamical systems which applies the generalized eect. The gener-
alized eect (or impulses) is the result of the presence on the right part of the system a generalized derivative of the function of
bounded variation. Such system contains incorrect operation of multiplication of discontinuous function on the generalized func-
tion from the point of view of the theory of distributions. This incorrectness is overcome by the approximation of the generalized
functions in the right part of system by the sequence of smooth approximations of the generalized influences by analogy with
sequential approach of the theory of the generalized functions. This sequence generates a sequence of smooth solutions. Then limit
of a sequence of smooth solutions is considered. If such limit exists it is oered to be used as a solution. The solution is understood
as partial pointwise limit of such sequence if a sequence of smooth solutions does not converge. Such partial limits constitute a
tube of solutions. The sucient conditions are received for stability of tubes of discontinuous solutions.
INTRODUCTION
We consider a nonlinear system of dierential equations with an generalized eect at the right part of system. Such
systems provide one feature. Namely, the right-hand side of the system contains an incorrect operation of multiplying
a discontinuous function by a distribution. This work uses the definition of the solution based on the closure of the set
of absolutely continuous trajectories in the topology of pointwise convergence [1, 2]. Here we should distinguish the
following two cases. In the first case, approximating sequences of generalized actions generate sequences of smooth
solutions that pointwise converge to a function of bounded variation. We propose this limit as the solution of the
system in this case. In the case when the sequence of smooth solutions is not convergent, we propose as a solution all
the partial limits of smooth solutions generated by smooth approximations of generalized eects. These partial limits
form tubes of discontinuous solutions. We note that this definition of the solution is natural from the point of view of
control theory [3]. The necessity of investigating the properties of discontinuous solutions is related to the fact that
dynamic objects that allow discontinuous trajectories are encountered in mechanics, medicine, ecology, electrophysics
and economy [1, 3, 4]. The interesting feature of this paper is that the Frobenius condition is not imposed on the right-
hand side of the system of dierential equations, which ensures a unique response of the system to each impulse
actions. The paper [5] is devoted to the study of the stability of equilibrium points of a dynamical system with impulse
action in the case when the dynamical system does not satisfy the Frobenius condition. The dynamical system is
described by means of a dierential inclusion. In the present paper, just as in [5], we do not assume the Frobenius
condition, but we investigate not the asymptotic stability of the rest points of a dynamical system, but the stability of
tubes of discontinuous solutions with respect to initial conditions. The property of stability of discontinuous solutions
in the case when discontinuous solutions are formalized both in the monographs [6] and [7] were considered in the
papers of A.M. Samoilenko, N.A. Perestyuk, D. Baynov, their students and followers. However, the stability of the
tubes of discontinuous solutions was not considered in these monographs and papers. The stability of solutions in the
case when there exists a unique limit of smooth solutions was considered in [8]. In [8] we used the formalization of
the concept of solution, adopted in this article.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Consider the following Cauchy problem:
x˙ = f (t; x(t); v(t); Vˇ(t)) + B(t; x(t); v(t); Vˇ(t))v˙(t); x(t0) = x0: (1)
Here, x(t) and v(t) are respectively n and m are vector functions of time, f (t; x; v; Vˇ) is an n - vector function, and
B(t; x; v; Vˇ) is an n  m matrix function, Vˇ(t) = var
[t0; t]
v(); v(t) 2 BVm[t0; #]; where BVm[t0; #] is a Banach space
of m - vector functions of bounded variation, var
[t0; t]
v() = Pmi=1 var[t0; t] vi() is the variation of vector function v(t) =
(v1(t); v2(t); :::; vm(t))T ;
k f (t; x; v;V)k  (1 + kxk); kB(t; x; v;V)k  (1 + kxk);
where  is the positive constant.
If v(t) is an absolutely continuous vector function defined in [t0; #]; then by the Carathe´odory theorem the unique
solution of Cauchy problem (1) exists and satisfies the integral equation
x(t) = x0 +
tZ
t0
f (s; x(s); v(s); Vˇ(s)) ds +
tZ
t0
B(s; x(s); v(s); Vˇ(s)) dv(s); (2)
where the second integral is the Riemann-Stieltjes integral.
Let the sequence vk(t) of absolutely continuous functions (vk(t) 2 AC[t0; #]) converge pointwise to the function
v(t) 2 BV[t0; #]. The corresponding sequence of solutions of the Cauchy problem (1) or (2) will be denoted by xk(t).
As in [1, 2] we say that the sequence vk(t) V-convergent to v(t), if vk(t) pointwise converges to v(t) and var
[t0; t]
vk()
pointwise converges to V(t) 2 BV[t0; #]. Denote such a convergence as follows: vk(t) V! v(t).
Note that for any two numbers a and b satisfying the inequality t0  a  b  # the following inequality holds:
var
[a; b]
v()  V(b)   V(a):
Definition 1 [1, 2] Every partial pointwise limit of the sequence xk(t); k = 1; 2; : : : ; on the interval [t0; #];
generated by an arbitrary V – convergent sequence of absolutely continuous functions vk(t); k = 1; 2; : : : ; will be
referred to as V-solution of Cauchy problem (1):
Let z(0) = x(t¯), (0) = v(t) be initial conditions for the system
z˙() = B(t¯; z(); ();V(t¯) +    t¯)(); (3)
˙() = ():
Denote by S (t; x(t);v(t);V(t);V(t)) (where t = ti   0 or t = ti) the set obtained by shift on the value  x(t¯) at the in
the moment  = V(t¯) the cross-section of the attainability set of (3) that
(V(t¯)) = v(tˆ); (4)
where tˆ = t¯ if the function V(t) has a left discontinuity at this point, and tˆ = t¯ + 0 if the function V(t) at this point has
a right discontinuity, the control () is subjected to the constraint k()k1  1:
Theorem 1 [1, 2] Every partial pointwise limit of the sequence xk(t) of solutions of (1) generated by a sequence
vk(t); k = 1; 2; : : : ; of absolutely continuous functions pointwise convergent to v(t) and
( lim
k!1
var
[t0; t]
vk() = V(t))
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( vk(t) is V-convergent to v(t) 2 BVm[t0; #]) is the solution of the integral inclusion
x(t) 2 x0 +
tZ
t0
f (; x(); v();V()) d +
tZ
t0
B(; x(); v();V()) dvc()
+
X
tit; ti2
 
S (ti; x(ti   0);v(ti   0);V(ti   0);V(ti   0)) +
X
ti<t; ti2
+
S (ti; x(ti);v(ti + 0);V(ti);V(ti + 0)); (5)
where vc() is the continuous component of the function of bounded variation v();
  and
+ are the sets of points of
the left and right discontinuities of the function V(t): For every solution x(t) of the integral inclusion (5) generated by
the pair (v(t);V(t)) there exists a sequence of absolutely continuous functions vk(t); k = 1; 2; : : : ; pointwise convergent
to v(t), var
[t0; t]
vk()  ! V(t); and the corresponding sequence xk(t); k = 1; 2; : : : ; of solutions of (1) is pointwise
convergent to x(t):
Definition 2 The extension of the solutions of the integral inclusion (5) on the interval [t0;1) will be called the
solution of Eq. (1) on the interval [t0;1):
We denote as X(t; x0; v();V()) the tube cross section solutions of the integral inclusion (5) generated by the
initial condition x0 and a couple of functions (v();V()): Thus, each tube of discontinuous solutions is given by a pair
of v() and V(): The function v() defines a generalized eect on the system, and V() is a certain characteristic of the
class of possible approximations of the function v(). In fact, the function V() characterizes the energy possibilities of
the approximating sequences. Note that ifvar
[t0; t]
v() = V(); then, according to [1, 2], the tube of discontinuous solutions
becomes a single trajectory.
Definition 3 We will say that a tube of solutions of the integral inclusion (1) X(t; x0; v();V()) is stable if for all
" > 0 there exists (") > 0 that if jx   x0j <  then
(X(t; x0; v();V()); X(t; x; v();V())) < "
where (A; B) is Hausdor distance between sets A and B.
Definition 4 We will say that a tube X(t; x0; v();V()) of solutions of the integral inclusion (1) is asymptotically
stable if it is stable and if we have the equality
lim
t !1 (X(t; x0; v();V()); X(t; x; v();V())) = 0:
Consider a bilinear system that is a the special case of system (1)
x˙(t) = (A(t) +
m 1X
i=1
Di(t)v˙i(t))x(t) + f (t)v˙m(t) + g(t) (6)
where A(t); Di(t) (i 2 1;m   1) are continuous matrices of dimension n  n; f (t) and g(t) are continuous vector
functions of dimension n, respectively, v(t) = (v1(t); v2(t); :::vm(t))T ; var
[t0; t]
v(t) =
mP
i=1
var
[t0; t]
vi().
Let V(t) = lim j !1 var
[t0; t]
v j() and v j() be the sequence of absolutely continuous vector functions which converge
pointwise to v(t) 2 BV:
According to Theorem 1, all V-solutions of Eq. (6) satisfy the following integral inclusion
x(t) 2 x0 +
tZ
t0
A()x() d +
tZ
t0
g() d +
m 1X
i=1
tZ
t0
Di()x() dvci () +
tZ
t0
f () dvcm()
+
X
tit; ti2
 
S (ti; x(ti   0);v(ti   0);V(ti   0);V(ti   0)) +
X
ti<t; ti2
+
S (ti; x(ti);v(ti + 0);V(ti);V(ti + 0));
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where vc(t) is the continuous component of the function of bounded variation v(t):
The set S (t; x(t);v(t);V(t);V(t)) (where t = ti   0 if ti 2 
  and t = ti if ti 2 
+) is defined as the shift on the
value  x(t¯) at the moment  = V(t¯) of the cross section ((V(t)) = v(ti) if ti 2 
  and (Vt) = v(ti + 0) if ti 2 
+)
of the attainability set of systems
z˙() =
m 1X
i=1
Di(t)z()i() + f (t)i()
(7)
˙() = ()
at the moment  = V(t); where the control () satisfies the constraint k()k  1; where k()k = Pmi=1 ji()j:
Theorem 2 Suppose that the fundamental matrix Y(t; s) of system x˙ = A(t)x satisfy the condition
kY(t; s)k  ce (t s); (8)
where  and c are some constants,   0; c  1; t  s  t0. Furthermore, the following inequalities are valid
kD˜i(t)k  K;8t 2 [t0;1); i 2 1;m   1; (9)
where K is some positive constants. Then if x(t) and x(t) are solutions of the integral inclusion generated by the initial
condition x0 and x0, and the same system of functions K(), generating the jump of the trajectory x(t) and x(t); then
the next estimation will be true:
kx(t)   x(t)k  kx0   x0k  e ((t t0) cKe(t t0+var[t0 ;t]V())): (10)
Proof. According to [1] x(t) and x(t) will satisfy the integral equation
x(t) = x0 +
tZ
t0
A()x() d +
m 1X
i=1
tZ
t0
Di()x() dvci () +
tZ
t0
f () dvcm()
+
X
tit; ti2
 
eS (ti; x(ti   0); ti 0();V(ti   0)) + X
ti<t; ti2
+
eS (ti; x(ti); ti();V(ti)); (11)
where eS (t; x(t); t();V(t)) = z(V(t))   x(t); z() is the solution of the equation
z˙() =
m 1X
i=1
Di(t)z()i() + f (t)m()
(12)
z(0) = x(t):
According to the Cauchy formula the solution x(t) and x(t) will satisfy the integral equation
x(t) = Y(t; t0)x0 +
m 1X
i=1
tZ
t0
Y(t; )Di()x() dvci () +
tZ
t0
f () dvcm()
+
X
tit; ti2
 
Y(t; ti)eS (ti; x(ti   0); ti 0();V(ti   0);V(ti   0))
+
X
ti<t; ti2
+
Y(t; ti)eS (ti; x(ti); ti();V(ti);V(ti)) + tZ
t0
Y(t; ti)g() dvcm(): (13)
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From (13) we have
x(t)   x(t) = Y(t; t0)(x0   x0) +
m 1X
i=1
tZ
t0
Y(t; )Di()(x()   x()) dvci ()
+
X
tit; ti2
 
Y(t; ti)(eS (ti; x(ti 0); ti 0 ();V(ti 0);V(ti 0)   eS (ti; x(ti   0); ti 0();V(ti   0);V(ti   0)))
+
X
ti<t; ti2
+
Y(t; ti)(eS (ti; x(ti); ti();V(ti);V(ti   0)   eS (ti; x(ti); ti();V(ti);V(ti))): (14)
For the dierence eS (t; x(t); t();V(t);V(t))   eS (t; x(t); t;V(t);V(t)); according to (3) the representation is true
eS (t; x(t); t();V(t);V(t))   eS (t; x(t); t();V(t);V(t))
= z(V(t))   x(t)   (z(V(t))   x(t)) =
V(t)Z
0
m 1X
i=1
Di(t)(z()   z())t()d: (15)
Adding and subtracting
m 1P
i=1
Di(t)
V(t)R
0
(x(t)   x(t))t()d on the right side of the last equality and then calculating the
norms of the left and right parts of the resulting expression, taking into account the assumptions made earlier, we
obtain
kz(V(t)   x(t)   (z(V(t))   x(t)))k  Kkx(t)   x(t)k 
V(t)Z
0
kt(kd +
V(t)Z
0
Kkz()   z()kkt()kd:
Applying Gronwall’s lemma [9] to the last inequality, we obtain
kz(1)   x(t)   (z(1)   x(t))k  K
V(t)Z
0
kt()kd kx(t)   x(t)ke
K
V(t)R
0
kt()kd
: (16)
It was shown in [10] that the inequality aea  ea   1 holds for all a  0   e: Then the inequality (16) can be
written in the form
kz(1)   x(t)   (z(1)   x(t))k  kx(t)   x(t)k (eeK
V(t)R
0
kt()kd   1);
and the last inequality due to the fact that kt()k  1; is followed by the inequality
kz(1)   x(t)   (z(1)   x(t))k  kx(t)   x(t)k (eeKV(t)   1): (17)
Calculating the norms of the left and right sides in (17) and taking into account (8); (9); (15); (16); (17) and using the
notation
y(t) = x(t)   x(t); (18)
we have
ky(t)k  c[e (t t0)kx0   x0k + K
tZ
0
e (t )ky()k d var
[t0; ]
vc()]
+ c
X
ti<t; ti2
 
e (t t0)(eKejV(ti 0)j   1) ky(ti   0)k +
X
ti<t; ti2
+
e (t t0)(eKejV(ti)j   1) ky(ti)k:
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Taking into account the estimate c(ea   1) < eca   1 (c  1); which validity is not dicult to check by using the
expansion of the exponential in to series, the last inequality can be written in the form
ky(t)k  c[e (t t0)kx0   x0k + K
tZ
0
e (t )ky()kd var
[t0; ]
vc()]
+ c
X
ti<t; ti2
 
e (t t0)(ecKejV(ti 0)j   1) +
X
ti<t; ti2
+
e (t t0)(ecKejV(ti)j   1):
Multiplying the last inequality by e(t t0) and introducing the notation
q(t) = e(t t0)ky(t)k; (19)
we get
q(t)  ckx0   x0k + cK
tZ
t0
q()d var
[t0; ]
vc() +
X
ti<t; ti2
 
(ecKejV(ti 0)j   1)q(ti   0) +
X
ti<t; ti2
+
(ecKejV(ti)j   1)q(ti):
Wemultiply the integral in the last inequality by e and replace var
[t0; ]
vc() by var
[t0; ]
V(): The inequality will only intensify.
As a result, we have
q(t)  ckx0   x0k + cKe
tZ
t0
q()d var
[t0; ]
vc()
+
X
ti<t; ti2
 
(ecKekV(ti 0)k   1)q(ti   0) +
X
ti<t; ti2
+
(ecKekV(ti)k   1)q(ti): (20)
According to the Lemma [5:4:3] in [1], every solution of the inequality (20) satisfies the estimate
q(t)  ecKe(t t0+ var[t0 ; t]V())kx0   x0k:
Multiplying this inequality by e (t t0) and taking into account the notation (19); we obtain the estimate (10).
Theorem 3 Suppose, that there is a number  such that the inequality
(t   t0)   ck(t   t0 + var
[t0; t]
V()) >  (21)
is satisfied for every t 2 [t0;1]: Then the tube of discontinuous solutions X(t; x0; v();V()) will be stable.
If, however, the condition
lim
t !1((t   t0)   ck(t   t0 + var[t0; t]V()) > ) = +1; (22)
is satisfied, then the tube of discontinuous solutions will be asymptotically stable.
Proof. Let (X;Y) = kx eyk;where xX;eyY; X and Y is the bounded closed set. Suppose that there is a one-to-one
correspondence xn  ! yn between the elements of the set X and Y: It is known that for any pair xn; yn the following
inequality holds kxn   ynk  ; where  is some positive constant.
Let x = xn: It is obvious that
kxn  eyk  kxn   ynk  :
Then, by Theorem 2
(X(t; x0; v();V()); X(t; x0; v();V()))  kx0   x0k e ((t t0) cKe(t t0+var[t0 ;t]V())): (23)
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If condition (21) is fulfilled, then
(X(t; x0; v();V()); X(t; x0; v();V()))  kx0   x0ke ;
This provides the stability of the tube X(t; x0; v();V()):
If the condition (22) holds, then according to (23) we have
lim
t !1 (X(t; x0; v();V()); X(t; x0; v();V())) = 0;
this ensures the asymptotic stability of the tube X(t; x0; v();V()):
Remark. If the function V(t) is piecewise constant with a finite number of discontinuity points (finite number of
impulses acting on the system (1)), then under condition  = 0 we will have a stability of the tube X(t; x0; v();V());
and under condition  > 0 we will have an asymptotic stability of the tube.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we defined the notions of stability and asymptotic stability of tubes of discontinuous solutions of a
bilinear system. Tubes of discontinuous solutions arise as a result of a possible response of the system to impulse
action. Using the technique of integral inequalities, we obtained the sucient conditions for stability and asymptotic
stability of the tubes of discontinuous solutions. Sucient conditions for stability and asymptotic stability can be used
in designing impulse controls for systems when the response of the system to the impulse eect can be ambiguous
due to its dependence on the method of approximating the impulse action.
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